
 

Your Divine Holiness, 

On behalf of I Wesen Tekeste, it is my pleasure and privilege to congratulate The  Supreme Pontiff of  Hinduism 
(“SPH”), Jagatguru  Mahasannidhanam  (“JGM”) , His Divine Holiness (“HDH”)  Bhagavan Sri Nithyananda 
Paramashivam,  recognized as the 1008TH living incarnation of Paramashiva as per Hinduism by His predecessors 
of enlightened master and adepts, for His 41st Chaturmasya. 

Since the Young age of 16, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashiva has been single handedly and tirelessly reviving 
KAILASA worldwide, inspiring the dispossessed Hindu Diaspora to reclaim their Hindu centric freedom  and 
stand unified for the centuries old Hindu genocide- despite enduring and surviving more than two decades of 
relentless social , political, intellectual, religious, cultural, linguistic, economic, legal and digital persecution. I 
congratulate The SPH for the recent acknowledgement by the United Nation of the persecution of The SPH and 
the KAILASA global community, especially the affected women and children. 

As the face of the unified Hindus worldwide, The SPH has also been honored and coroneted as the 1008th 
Acharya Mahamandaleswar (the head of all spiritual leaders) of Atal Akhada (ancient apex body of Hinduism), 
coroneted as Mahamandaleshwar (Supreme Spiritual Head)  of Maha Nirvani AKhada (largest apex monastic 
order) and the youngest Mahamandaleshwar, ordained as the 233rd Guru Mahasannidhanam ( Pontiff) of 
Thondai Mandala Aadheenam, ordained as the 293rd  Guru Mahasannidhanam (Pontiff) of Shyamalapeeta 
Sarvajnapeetam, ordained as the 23rd Guru Mahasannidhanam of Dharmamukthi Swargapuram Aadheenam, 
and coroneted as the 203rd  Emperor of Suryavamsa Sarangi Samrajyam.  

In the current world crisis and ongoing unprecedented pandemic, I am thankful to KAILASA Nation for opening 
its doors to protect those most in need and for its life positive, all inclusive, universal policies sourced from 
Hinduism, revived by The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam. I congratulate KAILASA and SPH for having enriched 
more than one billion individuals over the past 27 years across the globe, including in Alexandria, VA. I look 
forward to cultivating this strong and lasting relationship between you and me for many years to come. Swamiji 
you mean the world tome. I just want to thank you so much for being in my life. You are my foundation, my 
excitement, my courage I love you so much. Thank you Bhagwan. 

Very Respectfully, Wesen Tekeste   
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